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Abstract--To investigate



possible facial asymmetries during the production of posed and spontaneous smiles, the displacement of various reference points on the mouth were measured as subjects produced both kinds of smiles. Strobe cameras were used in combination with a computerbased analysis to record the smiles of left- and right-handed males and females. The analysis revealed that the left side of the mouth moved more than the right side during spontaneous but not posed smiles, supporting the notion that the right hemisphere may play a special role in emotional expression. This asymmetry was most apparent in left-handed females and right-handed males. These sex and handedness differences are discussed with reference to apparent inconsistencies in previous research on asymmetries in emotional expression.



INTRODUCTION



IN RECENT years, there have been several reports of facial asymmetry in the production of emotional expression. Several of these studies have found that the left side of the face was more expressive than the right, supporting the notion that the right hemisphere may play a special role in the control of emotional expression [l&5,7,8, 11, 19,24,26,28,29]. Most of these studies have involved rating composite photographs made up of the left side of the face and its mjrror image or the right side of the face and its mirror image. On the basis of these ratings, the degree of asymmetry in facial expression has been estimated. With respect to smiling, the results of different studies using this technique have been largely contradictory with some suggesting that the left side of the face is more expressive or “intense” during smiling [IS, 7,8,11,16,19] and others reporting no such asymmetries for smiling [21,28,29]. Using direct observation, CHAURASIA and GASWAMI [9] reported that the left side of the face was more often the dominant side of a smile, at least in right-handers. They also found that left-handers showed an asymmetry in the opposite direction. This last finding is in direct contradiction to the work of CAMPBELL [S] who, using the composite photograph technique, found a greater incidence of a left-biased facial asymmetry in left-handers. Indeed, although both sex and handedness may be critical variables in this work, THOMPSON [32] has noted that previous studies have not included each of the four different sex and handedness groups or have failed to report the sex and handedness of those performing the expressions. Another important variable determining the degree of asymmetry may be the *This research was supported by grant No. MA 7269 from the Medical Research Council of Canada Goodale. tD. Wylie is now at Department of Psychology, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada. fTo whom correspondence should be addressed. 823
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“spontaneity” of the smile. Using electromyography, SCHWARTZ et al. [3 l] found that during the spontaneous expression of positive emotions, including smiling, there was greater activity in the right than in the left zygomatic major, one of the important muscles involved in smiling. No asymmetry was apparent during a posed condition however. On the basis of studies using his well-known Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [13], EKMAN et al. [14, 151 concluded that posed smiles show a left-sided bias while spontaneous smiles are much more symmetrical. These studies not only contradict one anQther but also the findings of DOPSON et al. [l 13,using the composite photograph technique, reported that both posed and spontaneous smiles are left-biased, with spontaneous smiles being the more asymmetric. To complicate things further, BOROD et al. [4] found no difference between posed and spontaneous expressions using composite photographs. Clearly, the technique used to measure the asymmetry of the smile, as well as the nature of the smile itself, appear to be critical variables in determining the amount and direction of asymmetry present. The shortcomings of the composite photograph technique have been discussed in detail elsewhere [25,32]. One major criticism of this technique has centred on the possibility that there may be consistent differences in the external anatomy of the left and right sides of the face which bias the judgements of raters. A second criticism is that different raters might use very different criteria to judge whether a composite photograph is “happier” or whether a smile is more “intense”. HAGER and EKMAN [ 151 have criticized the use of EMG measurements which, they have argued, can be influenced by asymmetries in the tissue between the recording electrode and the muscle. At the same time, they have admitted that their Facial Action Coding System may itself not be a sensitive enough measure to detect low levels of asymmetry. Recently, WOLF and G~~DALE [34] developed a new movement analysis technique to measure very subtle degrees of oral asymmetry during speech and other oral movements. Using this method, they were able to demonstrate clear right-sided asymmetries in the production of both verbal and complex non-verbal movements of the mouth. Their technique involved making strobe-video recordings of the mouth during various oral movements and digitizing the mouth opening frame-by-frame using a computer-based analysis. The present study used this same technique to study oral asymmetry during the production of both spontaneous and posed smiles. Besides its sensitivity, this technique has an advantage over the techniques described above, in that a precise measure of the motor behaviour is made. As the mouth moves, measurements of the displacement of reference points on the oral apparatus are made with respect to the position of these same points when the face is at rest. Thus, this measurement takes into account the possibility that the face may be asymmetrical at rest [18, 22, 27, 30, 351. Since asymmetries may manifest themselves before the movement is completed, measurements of the smile were made mid-way through the movement in addition to when the smile was most intense. It was hoped that the use of this very sensitive and direct measure of oral movement on different kinds of smiles made by subjects of different sex and handedness would help to sort out some of the confusion that exists in this area of research. METHOD Subjects The subjects were 35 paid volunteers, 16 males (9 right-handed and 7 left-handed) and 19 females (9 right-handed and IO left-handed). The mean age was 21.9 yr with a range from 19 to 30 yr. Subjects were classified as righthanders if they wrote with their right hand and left-handers if they wrote with their left. The degree of handedness
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was determined by an 8-item questionnaire adapted from KIMURA [17]. If a right-handed subject did one or more of the activities listed (excluding writing) with the left hand, he or she was classified as a weak right-hander. If a lefthanded subject did two or more activities with the right hand (excluding writing), he or she was classified as a weak left-hander. All other subjects were classified as strong right- or left-handers. None of the subjects had any previous injury to the face or jaw, or wore dental braces. The subjects were participants in a study that measured oral asymmetries during the production of verbal and non-verbal movements as well as during smiling. This study reports only the results obtained from the data on smiling asymmetries. Procedure



The procedure designed by WOLF and GOODALE [32] was used. Subjects were seated on a stool 60 cm high, facing a camera located approximately 2 m away. A Sony rotary-shutter camera equipped with a zoom lens (22.5590 mm) was used to provide clear images of the subject’s mouth and nose at 60 Hz. The subject’s face was illuminated with a floodlight placed directly behind the camera. For protection, the subjects wore dark sunglasses. During testing, the subject was asked to fixate on a point just above the camera and to avoid movement of the head and body. The subject’s mouth movements were recorded on a Sony SLO-325 video cassette recorder (Beta 1 speed). A TEL video counter-timer (10 msec revolution) was superimposed on each frame to provide a measure of elapsed time. The subject’s image was observable on a TV monitor, visible only to the experimenter. A small microphone was attached to the subject’s clothing to monitor the audio output. Make-up was applied to enhance the contrast of the subject’s mouth on the camera. A white-coloured make-up stick was applied to the lips and a black eyeliner pencil was used to outline the lips. The black eyeliner was also used to put reference points (i.e. crosses) on the subject’s face. Crosses were placed on the centre ofthe tip of the nose and on both cheeks at a point 3 cm lateral to the tip of the nose. Similarly, crosses were put on the midline of the upper and lower lip, the corners of the mouth, and halfway between the corner and midline of either lip. While spontaneous smiles occurred throughout the testing procedure, to ensure that enough samples of this behaviour were available, a second experimenter entered the room after about 10 min of testing and made a comment about the subject’s rather unusual appearance. Invariably this elicited strong and apparently spontaneous smiling from the subject. Immediately following this, the subject was asked to pose facial expressions of six emotions including happiness, disgust, surprise, anger, sadness and fear (the order was counterbalanced across subjects). The subject was first told which emotion to express, while imagining a scenario (verbally cued by the experimenter) related to the given emotion. For happiness, the cue provided was “Somebody has given you a nice birthday gift”. The subject also had the option to refer to a card containing a picture of an actor expressing the six emotions (from LADAVAS et al. [20]). The subject performed each of the expressions three times. Thus, while the subject was asked to pose a number of emotional expressions, the target expression for this study was the posed smile. Videotape



analysis



The videotape records were analysed with a Sony Video Motion Analyser which allows stable single-frame advancement of the video image. Each frame of the videotape was projected onto a digitizing tablet interfaced with a microcomputer. Only those smiles which occurred when the subject was not talking or looking away from the camera were analysed. An additional requirement was that the reference points be visible throughout the movement. Each of the reference points on a sequence of frames comprising a movement was digitized on the tablet and stored in the computer as two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates. The reference points were digitized for three frames within each smile. These included the frame immediately preceding the onset of the smile (the first frame), the frame judged to correspond to the maximum intensity of the smile (the final frame), and the frame midway between these two (the middle frame). Measurements of the displacement of reference points on the mouth from the first frame to the middle frame, and from the first frame to the final frame were made with respect to the point on the nose which did not move during the smile. In this way, measurements were made of the displacement of the left and right corners of the mouth, and the points marking the middle of the left and right halves of the upper lip (hereafter referred to as the upper lip measure). The reliability of the measurements was checked by entering the data from the videotapes twice for 10 smiles chosen at random and calculating correlation coefficients on the different measures. The r-values were 0.89 and 0.88 for the corner and upper lip measurements respectively for the middle frame, and 0.81 and 0.82 from the for the final frame. To increase the reliability, each smile was analysed three times and the mean measure was used. Furthermore, when possible, two each of the spontaneous and posed smiles were analysed and their measures were averaged.



RESULTS For some subjects, acceptable data were obtained from only one of the two categories of smiles. Therefore, to maximize the amount of available data, separate analyses were carried
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out on spontaneous and on posed smiles. In addition, a combined analysis was carried out on those subjects for whom data was available on both types of smiles. Of the 9 right-handed females, 2 were classified as weakly right-handed. None of the 9 right-handed males were classified as weakly right-handed. Four of the 10 left-handed females and 4 of the 7 left-handed males were classified as weakly left-handed. Analysis of the data on asymmetries in smiling revealed no effects of this variable whatsoever. In short, whether or not an individual showed a strong hand preference across a variety of tasks had no effect on mouth asymmetry during smiling. For this reason, this variable was not included in subsequent analyses.



Spontaneous



smiles



At least one spontaneous smile was available for analysis in 32 of the subjects. Measurements of the upper lip movement and the corner movement were subjected to a 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 (Sex x Handedness x Frame x Side) repeated-measures analysis of variance with Sex and Handedness as between-group factors, and Frame (middle/final) and Side (left/right) as within-group factors. As can be seen in Table 1, the left corner of the mouth moved significantly more than the right corner (F (1, 28) = 5.66, P-c 0.025). There was also a significant three-way interaction between Sex, Handedness, and Side (F (1, 28) = 5.72, P~O.025). Examination of this interaction suggested that the left-handed females showed the greatest left-sided asymmetry. A left-sided asymmetry was also apparent in the righthanded males, while the asymmetry was much reduced in left-handed males and perhaps even reversed in right-handed females (see Table 1). Post-hoc comparisons between individual means (LSD at P < 0.05) provided some support for these conclusions. There was also a three-way interaction between Handedness, Frame, and Side (F (1,28)= 7.44, P 
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